Berlin - Parliament Building

Germany in a Nutshell
from the Bavarian Alpes to Saxonia, Prussia and
the North Sea - with Heidelberg and the Rhine
Rotary Youth Exchange Pre-Preconvention-Tour
rd
th

23 to 30 May 2019

Starting at Frankfurt (FRA) Airport and ending at Hamburg in
due time for the Preconvention.

Heidelberg - Bridge and Castle
Dresden - „Canaletto View“

Munich - Capital of Beer - the Gate to the Alpes

King Ludwig‘s Castle Neuschwanstein

You will get a pretty good idea how Germany is these days the diversity, the traditions, the cuisine, will have a good beer
at Munich‘s Hofbräuhaus. You will see a varied landscape from the Alpes to the Northern plains, architecture and
culture. And a good shot of Central European History: Martin
Luther‘s Wittenberg, King Ludwig‘s Castles, the reunification
of East and West, which we are really proud of. And - last but
not least - you will enjoy the company of fellow Rotarians,
have a chance to meet and talk in a relaxed atmosphere,
making friends or refreshing friendship.
Welcome to our wonderful country
Franz-Josef-Aka, Chairman RYE Multidistrict Germany

Services:
Ÿ Round trip in modern 4* coach - from Frankfurt
(airport) to Hamburg (for the Preconvention).
Ÿ 7 Overnight stays in selected 4* Hotels along the
itinerary - breaksfasts and dinners (excl. beverages).
Ÿ English speaking guides
Ÿ Entry fees, Boat Trip, Tastings as part of the program.

Price:
 1.599 per person in double room,  1.899 in single room.

Enquiries: Lingua & Cultura Tours, Karolingerstr. 10,
DE-55130 Mainz.  +49 6131 986345
info@linguacultura.de - www.lc.tours/germany19
You will be accompanied by LCTours management.

King Frederic‘s Castle Sanssouci - Potsdam
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Our Grand Tour will take us to some of the most picturesque
regions in Germany: from the Rhine Valley with its vineyards
(and a wine tasting), with busy Frankfurt to romantic
Heidelberg and
the Bavarian
Alpes. From medieval Nuremberg to baroque
residence cities
like Dresden and
Potsdam. And to
our capital city
Berlin, once divided, now an exuberant metropolis. Finally we will get you to Hamburg, the host city of RI‘s
World Convention 2019.

„Mainhattan“ Skyline - Frankfurt

Vineyards along the Rivers

Bavarian
Baroque

